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In Consider a Cylindrical Cow, Professor Harte examines quality of their crops. It does this to a large extent with articles
about economic approaches for layer litter application in or-five themes related to modeling the processes in our environ-
ment: probability, optimization, scaling and dimensional con- ganic greenhouse production, studies of strawberry runner
plantlet size, consequences of pre-harvest treatments onsistency, core models of change in time and space, and stability
and feedback. For each theme, he first provides some theory, Maine wild blueberries, effects of foliar boron sprays on high-
bush blueberry, effects of sour rot on white riesling grapes,and then tackles five illustrative problems. Many of these
problems are drawn from issues that now vex and perplex us; and the results of trials of applying hydrogen cyanamide on
kiwifruit. This issue of the review also provides backgroundfor example: If the number of cancer diagnoses in a neighbor-
hood is unusually high, is that evidence of an environmental information on topics such as raspberry growing in Turkey.
The articles in this issue are generally well written, althoughproblem? How do we choose an optimum level of economic
activity, maximizing prosperity but minimizing environmental some might have benefited from more thorough editing to
make them more readable. The scientific articles reflect sounddamage? How does the shape of a nature reserve affect species
survival? What happens to the CO2 released from burning research, good statistical methods, and interpretive judge-
ment. In short, the articles, whether they are scientific orfossil fuel? How does a small fluctuation in the sun’s output
affect global temperature? Does increased nitrogen deposition nonscientific, are interesting to read even for the non–fruit
grower.from human pollution significantly increase terrestrial carbon
storage? If the area covered by ice and snow shrinks with But therein lies one minor problem with the review, at least
what could be gathered from this first issue. While the reviewwarming, might that reduce reflectance, leading to more melt-
ing and the eventual disappearance of Earth’s ice caps? Prob- is valuable to someone with an interest in horticulture, the
major audience is likely to be more limited than indicated. Theing these questions teaches us not only problem-solving skills,
but also about how our planet behaves. Other illustrations review suggests that it is “immediately useful to the advanced
grower, extension agent, and student, as well as to the researchattack less pressing issues, but still entice and instruct; for
example: What is the chance that at least one nitrogen mole- scientist.” Those in academia who desire a sampling of small
fruit research may well find the review appealing and informa-cule exhaled by Caesar in his last breath will be in the next
breath you take? After each problem, the author appends a tive. Even the extension agent who requires information on
numerous commodities will find the Small Fruits Review aseries of exercises to challenge further the eager reader
(though, regrettably, the answers are not provided, as they useful addition to their literature. It is doubtful, however,
that growers—advanced or otherwise—would subscribe to awere in Consider a Spherical Cow).
The book is written in a lively, conversational style, a re- journal that covers such a wide diversity of topics, if they are
primarily interested in practical production information andfreshing change from the usual plodding prose of most text
books. The author does assume some acquaintance with calcu- research for a limited number of small fruits. Still, the review
will likely provide a forum for discussion on small fruits topicslus, “though the relationship need not be lustful.” The solu-
tions to some of the problems, admittedly, stray well beyond for the research and extension community.
“back-of-the-envelope” basics; those of us who have let our SYLVIA WELKEalgebra and calculus slip may labor a little to keep up. Even McGill Universityso, the effort is rewarding. Ste. Anne de Bellevue, Montreal, PQDo I recommend the book? For the reader not familiar (myriad64@hotmail.com)with Consider a Spherical Cow, I suggest starting with that
book—it offers a good grounding in the intuitive approach,
as well as a marvelous (though perhaps slightly dated) appen- Doing Science
dix of “Useful Numbers.” The reader, once acquainted with
the first book, will find that Consider a Cylindrical Cow ex- Ivan Valiela, Oxford University Press, 198 Madison Ave., New
tends the skills and amplifies the insights and mathematical York, NY 10016. 2001. 294 p. $39.50. ISBN 0-19-513413-3.
fun. I think Fermi would have liked them both.
Science is moving forward at a dizzying pace and more than
H.H. JANZEN 90% of the scientists who ever lived are alive today. The
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada number of abstracts published in Chemical Abstracts was 1
Lethbridge, AB T1J 4B1 million in the period from 1907 to 1937, the next million was
(janzen@em.agr.ca) published in the period from 1938 through 1956, and the next
million published in 1957 to 1958. These are several facts
that the author gives to help the reader understand why we
Small Fruits Review, Volume 1, Number 1 scientists have to improve our ability to communicate science
to a nonscientific audience. The purpose of this book is toEdited by David G. Himelrick, Food Products Press/The Ha- “cover the essentials of what practicing scientists need to knowworth Press Inc., 10 Alice Street, Binghamton, NY 13904-1580. about, (1) asking, (2) testing, and (3) communicating results2000. ISSN 1522-8851. about a scientific question.” This book covers all aspects of
science from asking questions to presenting the results in bothIn reading the title of this newly published review, one
would expect a selection of scientific and informative literature written and oral forms. The last chapter of the book covers
perceptions and criticisms of science and presents a summaryfor a wide range of small fruit commodities. That is exactly
what the debut issue of this publication delivers, with articles of why the scientific community is often mistrusted. In many
ways this chapter presents the case for why it is important toabout organic farming, blueberry production, raspberry trials,
wine grape chemical composition, and kiwifruit chilling. Judg- conduct science in a responsible manner that creates trust
among the scientific and nonscientific community. I woulding from this first issue, the review promises an international
flavor with authors from Lebanon, Romania, Turkey and the urge all readers to start with this chapter because it causes the
reader to place the information of Doing Science in context.USA. The editorial board also reflects this diversity.
The Small Fruits Review is billed to help all individuals The natural reaction among practicing scientists would be
that this is a book for undergraduate and graduate studentsinvolved in small fruit production receive practical and funda-
mental information necessary for the superior growth and to help them learn the scientific process. However, I found
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that there were a number of hints throughout the book that pursuing a career in science and by graduate students as they
would benefit all scientists. There are a number of anecdotes begin to develop their research projects. All of us need to
and examples from scientific history that are helpful in illus- look at these examples to help us understand the reason why
trating the different points within each chapter. These illustra- science does not exist only for those of us in the scientific
tions cover a wide range of scientific disciplines that demon- community but that there is an audience that is concerned
strate the universal nature of how we approach science and about what science does and how it relates to their lives. Doing
the critical need for good science, regardless of the field. The Science would serve as a good text for capstone courses in
reader should not treat this book as the definitive authority many disciplines or as supplementary reading for senior re-
on all of the topics (e.g., statistics, graphics, or writing), but search projects.
in the context of how these are critical components in the
J.L. HATFIELDscientific process. There are some interesting insights on
USDA-ARSthe process of writing a paper to handling peer reviews and
National Soil Tilth Laboratorythe need to be clear in our writing.
Ames, IA 50011The book is extremely well written and I would recommend
(hatfield@nstl.gov)reading by advanced undergraduates who are interested in
